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Abstract

In open environments there is no central control over agent behaviors� On the con�

trary� agents in such systems can be assumed to be primarily driven by self interests�

Under the assumption that agents remain in the system for signi�cant time periods� or

that the agent composition changes only slowly� we have previously presented a pre�

scriptive strategy for promoting and sustaining cooperation in the group� This strategy

was shown to improve both individual and group performance in the long run� Our

prescribed strategy has been an adaptive� probabilistic� reciprocity�based policy for

deciding which other individual to cooperate with� In this paper we investigate two

mechanisms to limit exploitation of the reciprocative strategy by deceptive agents �

�� a penalty factor for declining requests for help� and �� a cuto� limit on outstand�

ing balance of help� We evaluate the relative e�ectiveness of these mechanisms for

augmenting robustness of agent behaviors without adversely a�ecting performance of

homogeneous groups of reciprocative agents�
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� Introduction

With the burgeoning of agent based electronic commerce� recommender systems� personal

assistant agents� etc� it is becoming increasingly clear that agent systems must interact with

a variety of information sources in an open� heterogeneous environment �Bra��� CAC���

CAC��� HS���� The ABSs of the future will be situated in a social context� playing a variety

of roles in di�erent relationships and problem solving situations�

Research in societal aspects of agent behaviors� unfortunately� has been relatively scarce�

Whereas economic models may provide a basis for structuring agent interactions �Wel�	��

other approaches inspired by non
monetary relationships �Axe��� may provide more e�ective

social relationships in certain situations� We have been interested in agent strategies for

interactions with other agents that can promote cooperation in groups�

We have developed and analyzed probabilistic reciprocity schemes as strategies to be used

by self
interested agents to decide on whether or not to help other agents �SS��� Sen�� SB����

The goal of this work has been to identify procedures and environments under which self


interested agents may �nd it bene�cial to help others� We claim that if the group composi


tion changes only slowly� and there is sustained interaction between the agents reciprocative

agents would be able to outperform exploitative agents� Probabilistic reciprocity strate


gies are considerably more sophisticated than deterministic reciprocity schemes like tit
for


tat �Axe��� CM�� and avoid major problems associated with the latter schemes �Sen���

Our experiments under a variety of environmental conditions� group composition� work

estimate di�erence� etc� have shown that under prolonged interaction the probabilistic reci


procity strategy produces close to optimal individual and group performance� Additionally�

this strategy is stable against sel�sh intruders� i�e�� in the long run� sel�sh agents perform

worse than reciprocative agents in a mixed group�

Our past experience showed that though the reciprocative agents outperformed the sel�sh
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agents in the long run� they would be outclassed if agent lifetimes were restricted to only a

few interactions� This losing out in the short run can be attributed to many factors including�

� Our previous design of reciprocative agents used only a balance of help to decide

whether or not to honor a request for help� This balance was una�ected if the other

agent refused to help� Refusal to reciprocate� however� is a clear indicator of sel�sh

behavior and can be used as an early detection mechanism�

� Our assumption of cooperation possibilities allows for di�erential exploitation� In a

given interaction� the savings obtained by the helped agent is more than the cost

incurred by the helping agent� As a result� a smart exploitative agent can help a little

and then ask for a lot more help� Such di�erential exploitation is more di�cult to

detect and resist than the purely sel�sh agents described above�

� The deception or the sel�sh nature of an agent takes advantage of the initial helpful

advances of the reciprocative agent� When the cumulative help given to one agent

increases above a threshold a reciprocative agent stops helping that agent� Since�

agent do not share their opinion about one agent with others� a given sel�sh agent can

exploit each reciprocative agent in turn�

In this paper� we evaluate two auxiliary schemes to improve the robustness of reciproca


tive agents against exploitative agents�

� a penalty mechanism by which the probability of helping another agent is reduced

every time that agent denies a request for help�

� a maximum limit of balance of work with another agent�

Both of these schemes reduces or restricts the amount of exploitation possible by another

agent� They can also eliminate some cooperation possibilities between like
minded agents�

	



The latter is an undesirable� albeit mandatory� side
e�ect� In this paper� we investigate if the

bene�ts of these auxiliary schemes do outweigh their adverses side
e�ects� Once again� the

tradeo� involved is the sacri�cing of homogeneous group performance to the improvement

of robustness in the face of deception and exploitation�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Section � presents a well
known determin


istic reciprocity scheme and analyzes its shortcomings� Section 	 describes our probabilistic

reciprocity mechanisms that overcomes the above
mentioned shortcomings and is more suited

for real
life applications� Section � presents the experimental results with probabilistic reci


procity with and without penalties and exploitation bounds� summarizes the major �ndings�

Section � presents the main conclusions of the paper and outlines ongoing and future work�

� Reciprocity as an adaptive mechanism

The evolution of cooperative behavior among a group of self
interested agents have received

considerable attention among researchers in the social sciences and economics community�

Researchers in the social sciences have focused on the nature of altruism and the cause for its

evolution and sustenance in groups of animals �Bad�	� dVZ��� GB� Kre��� Sch�	� Tri����

Our goal in this paper is not to model altruistic behavior in animals� so we do not address

the issues raised in the social science literature on this topic �HMS����

Most of the work by mathematical biologists or economists on the evolution of altruistic

behavior deals with the idealized problem called Prisoner�s dilemma �Rap��� or some other

repetitive� symmetrical� and identical �games�� Some objections have already been raised to

using such sanitized� abstract games for understanding the evolution of complex phenomena

like reciprocal altruism �Boy���� In the following we analyze in some detail one of the

often
cited work that share the typical assumptions made by economists and mathematical

biologists� and then present our own set of suggestions for relaxing the restrictive assumptions
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made in that work�

In a seminal piece of work Robert Axelrod has shown how stable cooperative behavior

can arise in self
interested agents when they adopt a reciprocative attitude towards each

other �Axe���� Speci�cally� he shows that a simple� deterministic reciprocal scheme of co


operating with another agent who has cooperated in the previous interaction �this strategy�

for obvious reasons� is referred to as the tit�for�tat strategy�� is quite robust and e�cient in

maximizing local utility� Whereas such a behavioral strategy can be exploited by strategies

designed for that purpose� in general� the tit
for
tat strategy fairs well against a wide variety

of other strategies�

Though Axelrod�s work is interesting and convincing� we believe that the assumptions

used in his work makes the results inapplicable in a number of domains of practical interest�

In real
life situations� a particular help
giving interaction between two agents often means

one agent helps and incurs a cost while the other receives help and obtains a savings in

cost or e�ort� Such interactions are necessarily asymmetrical in nature in contrast to the

symmetrical formulation of games like prisoner�s dilemma� Another key restrictive feature of

Axelrod�s experiment with the iterated prisoner�s dilemma game is that identical scenarios

are repeated� This is not likely in real life as every interaction is di�erent from others� The

assumption of repetition of identical scenarios enable Axelrod to work with strategies that

do not compare di�erent interactions� In real life� history of interaction will have to capture

not only the outcomes� but also the context in which a certain outcome was produced� Also�

there has to be a means to compare two di�erent scenarios or two help
giving actions of

di�erent magnitude� This requires the use of some measure of work or cost involved in help


giving� Such a metric will allow systematic evaluation of di�erent scenarios under di�erent

interaction histories�

Based on these observations� we believe that a simple tit
for
tat like deterministic strategy

is not adequate for more realistic agent domains� We now identify the desirable features of a
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Figure �� Probability function for accepting request for cooperation�

behavioral strategy that will be suitable for open environments� a risk attitude that allows

the agent to initiate help
giving to a new agent but quickly shun it if requests for help are

rejected repeatedly� ability to compare cooperation costs across di�erent scenarios� ability

to adjust help
giving beahvior based on local work
load�

� Probabilistic reciprocity

We assume a multiagent system with N agents� Each agent is assigned to carry out T tasks�

The jth task assigned to the ith agent is tij and costs it Cij� If agent k carried out this task

together with its own task tkl� the cost incurred for task tij is Ckl
ij �

If an agent� k� can carry out the task of another agent� i� with a lower cost than the

cost incurred by the agent who has been assigned that task �Cij � Ckl
ij �� the �rst agent can

cooperate with the second agent by carrying out this task� If agent k decides to help agent

i� then it incurs an extra cost of Ckl
ij but agent i saves a cost of C i

ij�

We now propose a probabilistic decision mechanism that satis�es the set of criteria for





choosing when to honor a request for help that we described at the end of the previous

section� We will de�ne Sik and Wik as respectively the savings obtained from and extra cost

incurred by agent i from agent k over all of their previous exchanges� Also� letBik � Wik�Sik

be the balance of these exchanges� We now present the probability that agent k will carry

out task tij for agent i while it is carrying out its task tkl� This probability is calculated as�

Pr�i� k� j� l� �
�

� � exp
Ckl
ij
���Ck

avg�Bik

�

� ���

where Ck
avg is the average cost of tasks performed by agent k� and � and � are constants�

This gives a sigmoidal probability function in which the probability of helping increases as

the balance increases and is more for less costly tasks�

We present a sample probability function in Figure �� The constant � can be used to move

the probability curve left �more inclined to cooperate� or right �less inclined to cooperate��

At the onset of the experimentsBki is � for all i and k� At this point there is a ��� probability

that an agent will help another agent by incurring an extra cost of � �Ck
avg� The constant �

can be used to control the steepness of the curve� In essence� � and � can be used to choose

a cooperation level �GR��� for the agents� The level of cooperation or the inclination to help

another agent dynamically changes with problem solving experience�

� Experimental results

In the simple package delivery problem that we have used for experimentally evaluating

strategies� we assume there are N agents� each of which is assigned to deliver T packets� All

the packets are located in a centralized depot� The packet destinations are located on one of

F di�erent radial �ns� and at a distance between � and D from the depot� Agents can only

move towards or away from the depot following one of the �ns� they cannot move directly

between �ns� On arriving at the depot� an agent is assigned the next packet it is to deliver�
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At this point� it checks if any other agents are currently located in the depot� If so� it can

ask those agents to deliver this packet�

The cost of an agent to deliver one of its packets individually is double the distance of the

delivery point from the depot� If it carries another package to help another agent� it incurs

one unit of extra cost per unit distance traveled when it is carrying its own packet and this

extra packet� In addition� if it is overshooting its own destination to help the other agent�

an additional cost measured as double the distance between the destination of its packet and

the destination of the other agent�s packet is incurred�

In this section� we present experimental results on the package delivery problem with

agents using the reciprocity mechanism described in Section 	 to decide whether or not to

honor a request for cooperation from another agent� We vary the number of agents and the

number of packets to be delivered by each agent to show the e�ects of di�erent environmental

and strategic conditions� The other parameters for the experiments are as follows� R � ��

D � 	� � � ����� and � � ���� Each of our experiments are run on �� di�erent randomly

generated data sets� where a data set consist of an ordered assignment of package deliveries

to agents� All the agents are assigned the same number of deliveries� The evaluation metric

is the average cost incurred by the agents to complete all the deliveries�

We have experimented with the following types of agents in the package delivery domain�

Philanthropic agents� Agents who will always accept a request for cooperation� Phil


anthropic agents will produce the best system performance� To aid this process� we

impose the restriction that if two philanthropic agent are assigned deliveries on the

same �n� the one going further away from the depot takes over the delivery of the

agent who is going a shorter distance� In this way� the system incurs minimal extra

cost�

Sel�sh agents� Agents who will request for cooperation but never accept a cooperation
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request� Sel�sh agents can bene�t in the presence of philanthropic agents by exploiting

their benevolence�

Reciprocative agents� Agents that uses the balance of cost and savings to stochastically

decide whether to accept a given request for cooperation�

Individual agents� Agents who deliver their assigned packets without looking for help from

others� They will also not accept any cooperation requests�

In homogeneous groups� we expect individual agents to incur the most cost as they shun

each other and the philanthropic agents to perform the best as they help each other at every

opportunity� From our previous work� we know that the average performance of homogeneous

groups of reciprocative agents is almost identical to that of the average performance of a

group of philanthropic agents �Sen��� The performance of reciprocative agents do deteriorate

from a homogeneous group to groups containing other exploitative� sel�sh agents� The

positive result is that even in such heterogeneous groups� the reciprocative agents clearly

outperforms the sel�sh agents in the long run� As such� adaptive reciprocative agents prove

to be e�ective strategies for both promoting and sustaining cooperation in agent groups�

��� Resisting exploitation of reciprocative agents

Even though reciprocative agents outperform sel�sh agents in the long term in a heteroge


neous group� their own performance su�ers because they waste some of their e�orts in helping

sel�sh agents� Mechanisms that quickly identify sel�sh agents� i�e�� agents from whom no

bene�t can be obtained� can help alleviate this problem� The key problem is that without

willing to initiate a relationship by incurring some up
front costs� even cooperative relation


ships cannot be established� We have investigated two mechanisms by which reciprocative

agents can limit potential losses to exploiters�
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Penalty� In this scheme� each refusal to help will incur a penalty that is used to reduce the

balance of help with that agent�

Balance limit or bounds� In this scheme� the balance of help with another agent is not

allowed to cross a prespeci�ed limit�

Each of these methods can be used by a single agent to prevent exploitation by another

agent�

����� Bounding exploitation

If agent A o�ers help to agent B� then the mutual balance between A and B� from A�s point

of view� increases �� So� at any point of time� a positive outstanding balance between one

agent and another denote unreciprocated help� One can control exploitation� by imposing a

limit on this outstanding balance� If honoring a request will require doing an amount of work

that will put the balance with the requesting agent over the limit� then that request for help

would be denied� We have experimentally evaluated the e�ect of bounds on the robustness

of reciprocative strategy� As before we used ��� agents in total with the percentage of

sel�sh agents varied between �� and ��� Results from these simulations are presented in

Figure �� The �rst to note is that in the heterogeneous group with reciprocative agents with

bound�RB� the sel�sh agents are performing worse than in with original reciprocative agents�

We also notice that� because of less exploitation� the reciprocative agents with bounds �RB�

perform better than reciprocative agents without such bounds in similar group compositions�

If we consider the curves for two di�erent bounds �see Figure ��� we �nd that with the

more restrictive �lower� bound� sel�sh agents are more severely a�ected� Also� such severe

bounds does not signi�cantly a�ect the performance of the reciprocative agents themselves�

�For ease of exposition we will use this interpretation of balance� In the actual formulation however�

balance of exchanges decreases with help and becomes negative with no reciprocation �refer to Section ���
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Figure �� Left� Performance of reciprocative�R� strategy with bound�B� value of  in the

presence of sel�sh agents� Right� Performance of reciprocative�R� strategy with bound�B�

value of � in the presence of sel�sh agents�

A bound of � �which is of ��Ck
avg for the parameter values chosen in the experiment� is found

to be a very e�ective deterrent to exploitation without a�ecting cooperation possibilities�

This is what we had ideally hoped for�

����� Taking exception to denials

We can also improve performance in th presence of sel�sh agents by adding a penalty term

to the mutual balance when agent B declines a request for help from agent A� In that case

agent A� increases their mutual balance� By this method� the outstanding balance with

sel�sh agents will become large and the probability of helping such an agent will rapidly

decrease� But� this penalty may also a�ect the performance in a homogeneous group as

sometime agents have to deny requests for help for other non
exploitative reasons �e�g�� if it
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was already overburdened with work�� We again experimented with ��� agents and varied

the number of sel�sh agents in the group from �� to ��� In �gure 	� we observe that a low

penalty value�e�g�� ����� is enough to all but eliminate the exploitative e�ects of the sel�sh

agents who are left to do all of their own tasks �their performance become very similar to

individual agents�� As an added incentive� the reciprocative agents with these small penalty

values do outperform the original reciprocative agents under similar group compositions�

This is because the penalty factor severely limits exploitation by sel�sh agents� However�

higher penalty values do adversely a�ect the performance of the reciprocative�R� agents�for

penalty value � in �gure 	�� Reciprocative agents with penalty value of �� for example�

perform worse than original reciprocative �R� agents�

We have also compared the performances of the improved strategies� incorporating either

a penalty factor or exploitation bound� in homogeneous groups with the original reciprocity

mechanism� Results are presented in �gure �� We experimented with ��� agents and varied

the number of tasks from T � ��� to T � ����� We observe that the deterioration of

performances of the modi�ed strategies are minor and negligible for this range of workload�

As a result we can claim that either approach to limiting exploitation is more robust in the

face of exploitation without sacri�cing the capability of promoting cooperative behavior in

homogeneous groups�

� Conclusions and Future Work

We have evaluated two augmentations of our adaptive mixed strategy to promote resistance

to exploitation� The �rst scheme adds a penalty factor to the mutual balance between the

agents to decrease the probability of helping an agent who has declined a request� We have

also investigated the e�ect of limiting the maximumbalance of help with another agent� With

a reasonable choice of parameters� both these mechanisms signi�cantly improve resistance
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to exploitation without noticeably decreasing cooperation potential between similar agents�

As mentioned in the � section� the penalty and balance limit based methods are designed

for individual reciprocative agents and helps an agent limit exploitation by another agent�

Two further enhancements can be examined�

Group labeling� Agents pool together the overall balance of other agents� An agent with

steadily increasing or signi�cant outstanding balance with other agents can be iden


ti�ed by everyone as being a sel�sh or exploitative agent� Such agents can then be

shunned by reciprocative agents� This scheme� however� can be easily manipulated by

deceitful agents who can manipulate the common balances to their advantage� A vari


ation on this method would be for agents to exchange to broadcast their balances� A

reciprocative agent can then form their estimates about another agent by summing the

balances for that agent received from other agents� Though this scheme is susceptible

to the same manipulation as the previous one� a variant of this can be more useful�

While forming estimates of an agent� the reciprocative agent can consider the balances

of only those agents that it trusts� A �rst approximation of trust can be obtained by

considering only agents with which the reciprocative agent has a positive balance� i�e��

it has received more help than it has given� Since a reciprocative agent does not stand

to gain by lying to hurt another agent� this scheme should enable reciprocative agents

to jointly identify sel�sh agents within a few interactions� Similarly� number of refusals

to help can also be pooled together to further limit the exploitation possibilities by

sel�sh agents�

Individual summary balance� A reciprocative agent can use an adaptive mixed strategy

even if it cannot identify other agents uniquely� It can use its total outstanding balance

with all agents to decide on whether or not to help another agent� Such a policy is

necessarily non
discriminatory� i�e�� it treats all agents identically irrespective of who

�	
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Figure 	� Top� Performance of reciprocative�R� strategy with penalty�P� value������ in the

presence of sel�sh agents�Middle� Performance of reciprocative�R� strategy with penalty�P�

value����� in the presence of sel�sh agents� Bottom� Performance of reciprocative�R� strategy

without penalty in the presence of sel�sh agents�
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Figure �� Performance in homogeneous group with the augmentations

is asking for help� Though this strategy is exploitable by sel�sh agents� the level of

exploitation is �xed and can be set� Thus this strategy is likely to fare better than the

non
adaptive mixed strategy used in this paper� An interesting aspect of this strategy

is that an agent using it will appear benevolent only when others appear so to it� In a

sense this is a probabilistic �tit
for
tat� to the society� Ironically� sel�sh agents would

be able to exploit such agents more when they constitute a smaller fraction of the

population�

A restrictive assumption in the current line of work is that agents are assumed to have

�xed behaviors� i�e�� each agent uses one of several pre
speci�ed behaviors over their entire

lifetime� A more realistic scenario would be for an agent to have the freedom of choosing

from one of several of these behaviors and to change its behavior as and when it deems

appropriate�� An agent may be prompted to adopt a behavior if agents using that behavior

is seen to be performing better than others� Such a behavior adoption method leads to an

�It should be clari�ed that the agents in this study are adaptive nature� What we mean by �xed behavior

is that for an agent the adaptation process is �xed�
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evolutionary process with a dynamically changing composition of agent group behaviors� It

is not clear a priori if behaviors that produce greater returns if all agents were forced to

use the same behavior over their lifetime would emerge as the dominant behavior in a group

where agents change behaviors regularly based on limited
term performance�

We plan to experiment with a related framework that shares the same motivation of

identifying behaviors that emerge based on the performance of di�erent agents in mixed

groups� Our experimental framework will consist of a population of agents with the initial

population containing representatives of di�erent behaviors in speci�ed proportions� Each of

these agents will then be assigned some tasks� The cost of executing a task can be reduced or

eliminated if help is obtained from another agent� After all agents have �nished processing

their assigned tasks� their relative performance will be tallied� The next generation of the

population will be created by a performance
proportionate scheme which produces more

agents with behaviors that produced above
average performance and eliminates some of the

agents that produced below
average performance� Over time� the entire population will have

the tendency to become homogeneous in terms of adopting the �winning� behavior� We plan

to investigate the emergence of such �evolutionarily stable strategy� �ESS� �DT����
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